CAT ® REMAN INJECTORS
MAXIMIZE UPTIME AND PERFORMANCE
FULLY WARRANTED, LOW-COST REPAIR OPTION
DESIGNED TO PERFORM WITH TODAY’S FUELS

Get the best wear life, fuel economy and overall performance.
When you need new injectors, choose the repair option developed
specifically for your Cat® on-highway engine and today’s low-sulfur,
low-lubricity fuels. Cat Reman Injectors feature coated plungers for
maximum wear resistance, include the latest engineering updates
for optimum performance and undergo extensive testing to ensure
reliability. That sets them apart from aftermarket brands, which can
cause horsepower and fuel efficiency losses of up to 5%.
With Cat Reman Injectors, you get same-as-new performance,
a same-as-new warranty and off the shelf availability—all
at a fraction-of-new price. The result is less downtime and
lower repair costs, helping you achieve the lowest owning
and operating costs over your engine’s lifecycle.
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GET SAME-AS-NEW PERFORMANCE
When you choose Cat Reman Injectors, you get a product
that performs just like new. That’s because we:
Disassemble, clean and inspect every component
to ensure quality and reliability
Apply advanced salvage techniques to make sure
components meet specifications
Incorporate all engineering changes, including a new
design that accommodates today’s low-sulfur,
low-lubricity fuels

RECEIVE MAXIMUM VALUE
FOR YOUR CORE
Our flexible core acceptance criteria helps you get the most
for your money. We use simple, visual inspections that don’t
require special tools or disassembly. That means we can
provide an immediate decision on core condition and credit,
so you don’t have to wait for—or guess about—your
repair costs.
You’ll receive full credit even if your core has:
Broken or damaged hold-down clamp lands

Replace all seals and O-rings

Broken or missing tappets and springs

Perform multiple quality checks, including an
extensive end-of-the-line test

Broken or missing electrical terminals
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Cracked or damaged nozzle tips
Operational failure damage from valve
train failures

CONTROL YOUR REPAIR COSTS
Cat Reman Injectors are available off the shelf worldwide,
and with new O-rings preinstalled, they’re ready for
installation right out of the box—reducing your downtime.
Plus, they’re priced at a fraction of the cost of new parts and
come with an industry-leading, unlimited-mileage, 12-month
standard warranty that covers:
Repairs at any authorized Cat dealer (not limited to the
original selling or servicing dealer)
Parts and installation labor to replace defective parts, even
if the original repair was not performed by a Cat dealer
(assuming workmanship did not cause the failure)
Contingent damage caused by a covered component to
other Cat engine components
Replacement of engine oil, coolant and filters if
contaminated during a failure of a covered component

The returning core must be an acceptable
Caterpillar part number

YOU ALSO HAVE THE
OPTION TO ADD EXTENDED
CAT COMPONENT PLUS
COVERAGE UP TO
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YOUR DEALER IS STANDING BY
The Cat dealer network stocks the broadest line of
remanufactured parts and components in the industry, supported
by the Caterpillar worldwide inventory and distribution system.
And with more than 1,400 authorized Cat dealers in North
America, your Cat dealer will have the components you need
ready to install, minimizing your downtime and maintaining
productivity. Contact your local dealer today.
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